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Even though they’re now becoming affordable, do you really need a digital SLR?
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here seems to be no stopping the rise of the budget digital
SLR. First the Canon 300D got us excited, then the Nikon
D70 got in on the act, and in the next couple of months
we’re expecting new models from Pentax, Olympus and Canon. These
releases are likely to provoke a massive price war for your pennies and
pounds, but before we all get carried away, there’s an important
question that needs to be answered: do you really need an SLR?
On the face of it, this seems like a foolish question. After all, if you’re
serious about your hobby, you want the best equipment in your price
range, and doesn’t that automatically mean an SLR? Well, not
necessarily. In the days of ﬁlm, the main advantages of an SLR were the
interchangeable lenses, a wealth of manual controls and, of course, a
viewﬁnder that delivered almost 100% image coverage. Today’s digital
compact has the latter two qualities in spades, while high zoom ranges
are now beginning to make some people question the value of
interchangeable lenses. Would you rather carry a largish SLR with a
selection of lenses or a compact eight-megapixel camera with a high
zoom range? It’s a choice that really boils down to how you like to
shoot. Are you someone who goes out speciﬁcally to take photographs
or do you take your camera with you, taking shots and scenes as you
happen across them?
The size of the camera isn’t the only consideration. The quality of the
optics makes a massive difference to the ﬁnal image. The size of the
sensor (usually larger in SLRs) is also a factor. Here, SLRs come out on
top… for the time being.
The ﬁnal major difference is the technology we love to hate, the
Electronic Viewﬁnder. I must admit that I can’t stand them, but what do
you think? I want to know what format your next camera is going to
be. Email me with your thoughts on the subject and we’ll
print the best responses in the magazine.
Best wishes

T
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Our promise to you
■ We will show you how to capture and
create better pictures, give clear,
independent buying recommendations on
the latest kit, and deliver two CDs or one
DVD packed with the best PC software.
■ We use boxes, tips, quick ﬁxes, quality
photography, walkthroughs and diagrams
to show you how to improve your
photographic and image-editing skills.

■ We have a cast-iron policy of editorial
independence. All our kit is reviewed assold. We discourage our journalists from
accepting gifts from advertisers.
■ We welcome your opinions on the
magazine, ideas for articles,
photography, thoughts and questions.
■ Send them in today – see the
email addresses below.

Adam Evans Editor
editor.dcm@futurenet.co.uk
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photographer and
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ROD LAWTON
Camera expert
Rod Lawton has
reviewed virtually
every digital camera
ever released. A selfconfessed technical nut, he reviews ﬁve
cameras each month for us, giving him an
unparalleled wealth of experience with which
to compare and contrast.

TIM SHELBOURNE
Professional digital
artist and writer
Tim Shelbourne, now a
digital convert and
formally a traditional
illustrator, made the switch to digital after his
ﬁrst encounter with Photoshop. His in-depth
knowledge of the intricacies of image editing
is second to none.
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